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•Cross-sectoral collaboration remains low in many areas.
•Transformative approaches to knowledge creation and sharing are needed.
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Recent Efforts:
•COVID posed a significant challenge to many governmental and nongovernmental
organizations to achieve their goals of interacting with the public and other organizations.
•Existing social media, collaboration tools and platforms are not sufficiently community focused.
A transformative Alternative:
•Several pilot projects aim for Virtual Community Centers (VCC) as a transformative concept.
•One pilot project is the Marine Debris Virtual Community Center.

The VCC concept is fundamentally different from social media. The VCC:
•Is community focused
•Does not elevate individuals
•Is a tool for collaboration and community building, not aiming for manipulation
•Does not use notification, likes, recommendations to facilitate growth
•Does not collect/sell/exploit user data and does not sell user time to advertisers

The VCC concept is fundamentally different from social media. The VCC:
•Is community focused
•Does not elevate individuals
•Is a tool for collaboration and community building, not aiming for manipulation
•Does not use notification, likes, recommendations to facilitate growth
•Does not collect/sell/exploit user data and does not sell user time to advertisers
The VCC explores transformative ways:
•inclusion of all societal agents in knowledge creation and use;
•increase of literacy (information, risk, sustainability, …) and
•tackle of societal challenges (including wicked problems) in a cross-sectoral and
transdisciplinary approach.
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VCC Ownership, Governance, Participation:
•VCCs are community based and not ‘owned’ by one organization
•VCCs are open for participation of all (cross-sectoral and transdisciplinary)
•For each VCC, governance is detailed in Terms or Reference
•Each VCC has an Advisory Board
•Each VCC has (voluntary) staff with different roles
•Partners (organizations) and members can have different privileges (e.g., to set up
booths, contribute lectures, register as experts, certify citizen scientists, initiate and
monitor chats, publish news, organize Town Hall meetings and other events)
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Overarching goals:
- Efforts to develop a diverse, inclusive, and supportive community where everyone has the
opportunity to participate and benefit.
- Community development, including, engagement with the commercial sector, resource
mobilization, communications, and capacity development.

Next Steps:
•The VCC concept is further developed based on the experience in the pilot projects
•The VCC platform is open source supported by voluntary programmers, more volunteers
are very welcome
•The operational VCC platform will be provided by a not-for-profit organization
•Inviting more partners into the pilot projects
•Feedback from the community on the concept and the Marine Debris pilot project would
be appreciated and can be submitted at https://www.gstss.org/mdvcc

